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VOXX Advanced Solutions to Debut The Future of Body Cameras at ISC West 2017 

HAUPPAUGE, N.Y., April 4, 2017 /PRNewswire/ -- VOXX Advanced Solutions Corporation (VASC), a wholly-owned subsidiary 
of VOXX International Corporation (NASDAQ: VOXX), today announced the Company will showcase ACCU.C 4G, a 
streaming 4G wearable body camera and 360-LP, a 360-degree body, dash and helmet camera at the upcoming ISC West 
Show in Las Vegas (April 5 - 7).  Both camera solutions were designed for the specific needs of law enforcement officials 
and will be demonstrated inside the EyeLock booth (#8117) at the show.  EyeLock, a market leader of iris-based identity 
authentication solutions, is a majority owned subsidiary of VOXX International.  

ACCU.C 4G, a streaming 4G wearable body camera integrates streaming communication into a rugged, portable and 
reliable design, which is sure to surpass all expectations with a perfect combination of form and function.  Designed for the 
specific needs of law enforcement officers, the ACCU.C 4G body camera provides clear, accurate video and audio footage 
for limitless use cases far beyond the capabilities of standard body cameras available today, and provides users with the 
ability to stream and/or record events as they happen.  This device also provides certified users with a real-time assessment 
of ongoing events as they are happening and can live stream footage to nearby connected devices with text alert 
notifications. 

360-LP, a highly versatile 360-degree body, dash and helmet camera utilizes the core technology developed by 360fly, Inc., 
VOXX's partner in the retail 360-degree camera space.  360-LP is changing the shape of video with a single-lens camera 
that captures stitch-less 360-degree video (2880x2880) with interactive and mobile viewing capabilities in powerful 4K 
resolution.  The camera's unique form factor features a slim, curved designed developed to provide law enforcement 
officers with a multi-purpose solution for various use cases with the unique mounting options for the vehicle, helmet and 
body. 

"The introduction of ACCU.C 4G and 360-LP provides advanced technology to law enforcement and other organizations 
with the ability to stream, capture and record real-time situations as they occur, beyond what is available in the traditional 
body camera market today.  The addition of the ACCU.C 4G body camera for law enforcement officers will now give them 
the same capabilities that most cell phone equipped bystanders have today," said Tom Malone, President, VOXX Advanced 
Solutions Corporation.  "In addition to the 360-LP offering being the most versatile 360-degree body camera on the market, 
it also acts as an in-vehicle dash camera, providing officers with footage far beyond what is captured in standard cameras 
today, which only record the view through the front windshield.  With the 360-LP, officers can capture and record all events 
and activities in and around the vehicle, giving them a view of the front, sides, back and even inside the vehicle." 

Both the ACCU.C 4G and 360-LP provide a complete and secure end-to-end solution, with a smooth transfer from event 
capture to file upload always preserving the complete integrity of a secure chain of custody for all audio and video content.  
The camera will automatically upload content captured via Wi-Fi, LTE (ACCU.C only) and/or direct download when placed 
into charging stations, so footage is never handled by human hands.  The data management software is the last piece to 
making this a complete end-to-end solution, providing users with remote archiving capabilities to store, manage, search, 
and review captured footage.   

Learn more about the Body Cameras at the EyeLock Booth (#8117) on the ISC West Show floor at the Sands Convention 
Center. 

For more information about the ACCU.C 4G and 360-LP Body Cameras please visit: www.voxxadvancedsolutions.com.      

For more information on becoming a VOXX Advanced Solutions Dealer in the U.S., please email 
advancedsolutions@voxxintl.com.   

About VOXX Advanced Solutions Corporation (VASC):  
VOXX Advanced Solutions leverages VOXX International's extensive worldwide distribution network to attract technology 
partners who benefit from VOXX's speed to market, logistics, manufacturing and sourcing expertise, and market knowledge.  
Our vast experience in the consumer and automotive space will allow us to grow top line sales within existing channels, 
increase profitability and expand into new markets and categories. 

For additional information, please visit our website at www.voxxadvacndsolutions.com.  
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About VOXX International Corporation: 
VOXX International Corporation (NASDAQ: VOXX) has grown into a worldwide leader in many automotive and consumer 
electronics and accessories categories, as well as premium high-end audio.  Today, VOXX International Corporation has an 
extensive distribution network that includes power retailers, mass merchandisers, 12-volt specialists and most of the world's 
leading automotive manufacturers.  The Company has an international footprint in Europe, Asia, Mexico and South America, 
and a growing portfolio, which now comprises over 30 trusted brands.  Among the key domestic brands are Klipsch®, 
RCA®, Invision®, Jensen®, Audiovox®, Terk®, Acoustic Research®, Advent®, Code Alarm®, Car Connection®, 808®, AR 
for Her®, and Prestige®.  International brands include Hirschmann Car Communication®, Klipsch®, Jamo®, Energy®, 
Mirage®, Mac Audio®, Magnat®, Heco®, Schwaiger®, Oehlbach® and Incaar™.   

For additional information, please visit our Web site at www.voxxintl.com.   

VOXX International Contact: 
Larissa Bertolotti                                                         
Phone: (631) 436-6408                                   
Email:  LBertolotti@voxxintl.com  

To view the original version on PR Newswire, visit:http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/voxx-advanced-solutions-to-
debut-the-future-of-body-cameras-at-isc-west-2017-300434412.html 
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